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Abstract: The antiplasticizing effect of water on the permeability, crystallinity and
mechanical properties of microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) was investigated. Moisture
decreases the permeability of water and octane up to a critical relative humidity (RH) of 5%
and increases tensile strength and crystallinity up to 33% RH. The results are clear
indications of the antiplasticization of MCC by water and are consistent with the quasicrystallinity antiplasticization model. The different critical RH values can be attributed to the
scale of scrutiny of the measured property. Moisture induced antiplasticization has important
implications where dry conditions are desired. A carefully chosen (low) water content, being
both easier to achieve, and more economical, could be as effective or even better than
complete dryness.
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Introduction: Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) is one of the most commonly used
carbohydrate based polymers in pharmaceutical tablet manufacturing. Exposure of MCC to
moisture, whether as part of the manufacturing process or due to environmental exposure
during handling and storage, is expected to alter the mechanical performance of MCC. It has
been established that at low concentrations, plasticizers often act as antiplasticizers (Sears
1982; Seow 1999), and virtually no investigations on this phenomenon have been conducted
in the pharmaceutical field. In this study, we investigate the effect of low concentrations of
water on MCC. The study covers the antiplasticizing effect of water on MCC at both the
microscopic and macroscopic levels. For investigating the phenomenon at the molecular
level, bulk diffusion of two very different vapor probes, water and octane, was used. For the
study of antiplasticization at the macroscopic level, the mechanical properties (tensile
strength and Young’s modulus) of MCC as functions of moisture content were used.
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At first, water impedes its own
transport through the polymer, before Figure 1. Permeability of water (from moisture
higher moisture levels begin to sorption isotherm) and octane (by IGC) in MCC as
facilitate
permeation.
An function of RH.
independent confirmation of the same phenomenon is also shown in Figure 1. The
permeability of octane, a highly hydrophobic molecule is also shown. In this case,
permeability was determined using inverse gas chromatography (IGC)(Van Deemter 1956;
Thielmann 1999). From the figure, it is clear that at low concentrations (up to 5% RH), water
impedes the permeation of octane, while higher moisture contents facilitate it. The fact that
the same result was obtained using two very different probes (water and octane), using
completely different instrumental techniques, and data treatment, provides independent
confirmation of antiplasticization at the molecular level.
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The triple point beam bending method was used to measure the tensile strength and
Young’s modulus of compacts made from MCC samples pre-equilibrated under different RH
conditions. The compacts were made under identical conditions, such that the only
difference among them was their water content. The results plotted in Figure 2 clearly show
antiplasticization, i.e., at low concentrations, water increases tensile strength and Young’s
modulus up to a turnabout value, beyond which water acts as a plasticizer. Figure 3 also
shows the crystallinity index of MCC determined by FT-IR(Ek 1995). Crystallinity of MCC
increases with water content reaching a plateau. The onset of the plateau coincides with the
turnabout value for tensile strength. These results suggest that mechanical antiplasticization
of MCC occurs for as long as the crystallinity of the polymer increases upon addition of the
plasticizer.
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Figure 2. Tensile strength, Young’s modulus and
with the addition of a plasticizer is
crystallinity of MCC as a function of RH.
responsible for the antiplasticizing
effect. It is noteworthy that the
turnabout values for antiplasticization are different for different properties. A plausible
explanation is that the threshold value will depend on the scale of scrutiny reflected by the
measured property. A microscopic property, which measures the behavior of molecules, will
have a low threshold. Conversely, a property like tensile strength, which reflects the
cohesive energy of the entire matrix, will have a higher threshold. The obtained results are
significant in systems where low moisture levels are required. A carefully selected water
content, while easier to achieve and more economical, could be as effective or even better
than complete dryness.
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